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No improvement to High Street Colliers Wood junction  

In November MCC met with TfL to discuss their plans to remove the traffic island on the left turn from 

Merton High St into Priory Rd. We stressed the need for a central segregated cycle lane to ensure the 
safety of cyclists travelling straight ahead towards South Wimbledon. If that was not possible we asked 

that the blue cycle lane marking continued across the junction to ensure clarity for cyclists and motor 

traffic alike. 

The work that has been carried out has not implemented either of these suggestions; there is no clear 
demarcation for cyclists or motorists, the lane markings are confusing, and the blue surfacing is partial. 

The current state of the junction has not reduced the risk to cyclists and we have written to TfL about the 

poor standard of the works and asked that they address it urgently.  

Revamp for South Wimbledon junction planned   

The South Wimbledon crossroads is the ‘busiest junction in the Borough’ and no-one could claim that it’s 

cycle friendly! Merton Council have confirmed that it will be redesigned this year and MCC are meeting 

with Merton’s traffic engineers in February to discuss the requirements of cyclists using the junction.  

UPDATE: Cycle stands at Colliers Wood   

We recently wrote to our local MPs -  Stephen 

Hammond for Wimbledon and Siohbain McDonagh 

for Mitcham and Morden – and asked them to 

speak to TfL about the reduced cycle parking at 

Colliers Wood station and Merton Council’s hopes to 
install gas powered two tier cycle racks beside 

Baltic Close.  

TfL responded that they are planning to bring 

unused land into community and commercial use 
and are currently reviewing the Baltic Close site to 

see how it can be used. Tfl also pointed out that 

the new development opposite the station will 

provide around 30 more spaces for bikes to park. 
These racks have been installed but are not yet 

available to cyclists to use. We will continue to 

monitor the provision of cycle parking and the 

space assigned to car parking at Colliers Wood.  

 

Merton Council want your 
suggestions for cycle parking!  

Merton Council have asked MCC for 

suggestions of locations across the 

borough that would benefit from the 

installation of cycle parking. Email your 

suggestions to 
info@mertoncyclists.org.uk before 15 
March and we’ll pass them on.  

mailto:info@mertoncyclists.org.uk


A Critical Phase for Croydon Road 

Merton Council plan to spend a large amount of cycling 
money on roads over Mitcham Common. But while it 

satisfies a Merton policy of helping both pedestrians and 

cyclists, it isn’t a good example of joined up thinking. 

Merton have carried out works on Croydon Road last 
year, and it will be the turn of Beddington Lane this year. 

But there are no plans for any improvements where the 

two roads meet. The traffic lights do not even have a 

pedestrian phase, let alone a cyclist one. Cyclists are 
safer on the carriageway at present, negating the 

reason for the scheme.  

After protests from MCC, Merton has committed to carry 

out a study to introduce a much needed phase for 
cyclists and pedestrians at the lights.  

Love to go a Wandling 

After a lengthy battle, Paul Miles (Merton’s cycling officer) has achieved success at the Wandle Trail 

crossing of Plough Lane. The southern access gates have been widened and the waiting time at the 

crossing has been returned to instantaneous, improving the crossing for cyclists and pedestrians alike.  

Meanwhile, further upstream, the lengthy repairs to the Bailey bridge that crosses the Wandle at Phipps 

Bridge have been completed, with improved access for cyclists. The old staggered fences have been 

replaced by bollards and cyclists can once again access the Wandle Trail or Morden Hall Park from the 

eastern side of the river. No more need for waders or climbing gear. 

MCC Much-Loved Kit* 

What’s the most you’ve transported on your bike? MCC 

Borough Co-ordinator Charles has a rig that ensures the 

kitchen sink can be where you need it to be. It’s a 2008 
Roberts RoughStuff, with solid rear axle which tows a 

CarryFreedom Large trailer with their extra-long drawbar 

which is rated at 90 kgs. The spindle-sided box is a modified 

children's cot, strapped down to the trailer platform. All on 
Schwalbe Marathon Plus tyres. 

The basic trailer can be disassembled and stored in a 

standard Asgard bike box with three other bikes; he assures 

us it could equally well be stashed behind a settee!  

Towing normally ensures other road users give you space, but 
the two orange pennants add to the visual claim to space, 

already staked by the green flag on the tractor and the white 

cable ties, untrimmed, are the finishing touch!  

* A new and no-doubt erratic feature of the newsletter – send us a picture of your favourite kit and we’ll include it! 

               A final festive note...  

Led by Jim, a small group of hardy cyclists took part in 

MCC's Christmas Bike Ride on 27 November. We took 

in the peaks of Wimbledon Hill, the magnificence of 
Richmond park and the bogginess of the Thames Path, 

before warming up with a hearty lunch at the Anglers 

pub by the river. We returned via Beverley Brook and 

Raynes Park with many a maintenance tip shared and 
even an emergency repair to a front basket!  

MCC Meetings are on the first Thursday of every month 
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